
IMPORTANT NOTE:
This should be used as a guide only, template sizes &  
specs will vary. Contact the supplier who will be printing your 
graphics for the correct specifications and templates.

T-Side  
Example template

Space For Local  
Authority Logo

Don’t let a good 
thing go to waste.

Any bottle can be used, not  
just the fabric conditioner

Please remove the 
box with the pink dot-
ted line and  
replace it with your  
local authority logo.

recycleforscotland.com

If we all recycled just one drinks can every week, we’d save £3 
million in a year. Please recycle.



IMPORTANT NOTE:
This should be used as a guide only, template sizes &  
specs will vary. Contact the supplier who will be printing your 
graphics for the correct specifications and templates.

Space For Local  
Authority Logo

Superside 
Example template

Please remove the 
box with the pink dot-
ted line and  
replace it with your  
local authority logo.

Give your plastic bottles a chance to be something else.We want all your 
plastic bottlesrecycleforscotland.com



IMPORTANT NOTE:
This should be used as a guide only, template sizes &  
specs will vary. Contact the supplier who will be printing your 
graphics for the correct specifications and templates.

Streetliner 
Example template

Space For Local  
Authority Logo

Four bottles in the line up  
have been used here.

Please remove the 
box with the pink dot-
ted line and  
replace it with your  
local authority logo.

Give your plastic bottles a 
chance to be something else.

We want all your 
plastic bottles recycleforscotland.com



IMPORTANT NOTE:
This should be used as a guide only, template sizes &  
specs will vary. Contact the supplier who will be printing your 
graphics for the correct specifications and templates.

TIPS FOR LAYOUT
•  Don’t allow text or logos to run too close  

to the edge of the template as the creative will 
be curved where the vinyl wraps around the 
back of the Bus.

•  It is recommended to stay away from the bottom 
bumper of the Bus as this is out of the eyeline of 
motorists and easily hidden  
in traffic.

•  Although this site is a large format, keep  
it simple. A bold message accompanied  
by a strong image and branding is the  
best way to gain maximum response.

•  The window area will produce a less vibrant 
colour due to the contravision vinyl that allows 
passengers to still see out of the Bus.

Mega Rear 
Example template

Space For Local  
Authority Logo

Please remove the 
box with the pink dot-
ted line and  
replace it with your  
local authority logo.

Pink keyline indicates the 
joins on the bus panels  
and also the windows.

Solid pink areas indicate parts 
of the bus where graphics 
cannot be placed.

Give your plastic bottles a 
chance to be something else.

We want 
all your 

plastic bottles

recycleforscotland.com



IMPORTANT NOTE:
This should be used as a guide only, template sizes &  
specs will vary. Contact the supplier who will be printing your 
graphics for the correct specifications and templates.

Rear 
Example template

Space For Local  
Authority Logo

Please remove the 
box with the pink dot-
ted line and  
replace it with your  
local authority logo.

Any bottle can be used, not  
just the fabric conditioner

Give your plastic bottles a chance to be 
something else.

We want all your plastic 
bottles

recycleforscotland.com


